
Fair Harvard Fund Visioning Session

Krishna’s Introductions:

• RI @ H Coalition of student groups growing out of concerns over labor issues, land-grab 
concerns, and environmental concerns. Occupy was happening.

• Major demands: ESG criteria across all asset classes, transparency, engagement.
• Fair Harvard Fund: social choice fund could be concrete goal to mobilize around, could 

get university to acknowledge importance of such criteria, and could get Harvard 
Management Company to engage with social issues.

• Raised $11,200 from 450 donors, endorsed by 35 student groups, supported by alumni, 
and received positive response from some administrators.

• Set up the Responsible College Fund aiming to show the university that a social choice 
fund can be successful.

• Committed to community input as well as public disclosure of principles and policy 
statements.

• Main principle: we want to show the university how a social choice fund could be run, 
aligned with university’s commitments (fighting climate change, stronger labor policies 
than many companies invested in).

• Other principles: transparency about how we’re doing this and what we’re doing, and 
competitive returns.

Steve and Jay:

• Jay Youngdahl: Senior Fellow at Initiative for Responsible Investment; lawyer; works 
with Responsible Endowments Coalition; represents small pensions; trustee on 60 mm 
dollar fund; important to keep the momentum toward SRI.

• Investment Beliefs Statement: similar presentation to trustees who manage boards worth 
300bb in Los Angeles – investment beliefs are important for all people.

• Steve Lydenberg: Senior Fellow at Initiative for Responsible Investment; Partner at 
Domini Social Investments; developed first responsible index (KLD social index).

• Difference between investment beliefs and policies: 2008 proves investment beliefs 
matter by debunking the belief that investment decisions at portfolio level can’t have 
effect on system and diversification alone could manage risk (modern portfolio theory).

• Investing is about what you’re investing for – before, that meant a benchmark, but now 
we need something different. 

Interview of Steve:

• Thinking about beliefs is “investment as it should be done”
• Beliefs are what investment actions are based on
• Do investors have implicit belief systems? 
• Investor language: price, risk. are prices correct? If not, active, if yes, passive approach. 

Is risk rewarded? If yes, take risks. can risk be controlled “at a portfolio level.”
• Price and risk at viewed at the macro level.



• Conventional investor assumptions: past predicts the future; innovation and complexity 
pay off.

• Points we might want to include: do investments have social and environmental impacts? 
Do social and environmental events in the world influence our investment outcomes?

• Jay adds on risk: conceived of as volatility, loss of money, political risk, regulatory risk.
• Some context from steve: investment was pretty simple until 1970s. Fiduciaries could 

invest in safe things, bonds of a certain quality and blue chip stocks. No longer. 
• problems that haven’t been solved involving fiduciaries: laundering (Olympia), expert 

cowboys (MF Global), complexity (BofA lost more than 100% on certain exotic 
instruments), uncertainty (Euro bonds), long-term success is difficult (Bill Miller). 

Questions:

• Won’t principles reduce returns by limiting possibilities? Counterexample: 20-year track 
record of a socially responsible fund. Also, it’s key to realize that looking at investment in 
a different way can be important for long-term success. British Petroleum example. 
Complexity is a problem now. 

• Carbon’s future? Investment beliefs ought to take uncertainty seriously.
• What about the problem of transparency spreading and rendering useless effective 

investment tactics? Responded with a question: is jumping from exotic investment to 
exotic investment effective long-term, or is investing in things that make society better a  
good approach? The general idea: it’s hard to continually exploit the mistakes of others. 

• Have you run into crooks? 
• Do you have investment beliefs? Check the IRI website. Avoid all complexity. long-term 

investment in stocks. Two principles: know your investment, and know the system. 

Back to Steve:

• Finance assumption: diversification is a free lunch.
• Investment beliefs: basic beliefs about how market works and what the effect of your 

investments will be
• Policies: how you will execute the beliefs

Jay’s highlights:

• Returns have three sources: taking advantage of a pricing mistake; minimizing fees; and 
growth of the overall market (as in stock market).

• Two things you can do: manage costs, do things that help the overall economy
• Where do returns come from? Helping the overall economy.
• Josh Humphreys: investment gains come from labor exploitation. Response: long-term 

strategies of that type are not sustainable.
• Chart: a trust grew from contributions and investment returns – contribution holiday led 

to problems for Chicago funds. Return of your capital rather than on your capital will 
play bigger roles coming up.

---



Group visioning:

• Where returns from, fees, transparency
• Process: we will be synthesizing

Where do we see the returns coming from?

• Social good.
• Companies that encourage resilience of society.
• Living wage.
• Unionized companies.
• Practices that would be acceptable on campus.
• Not from human rights abuses on the company or the country level.
• No new investments in fossil fuels, especially mountaintop coal mining.
• Think about international standards, such as UN’s.
• Not prisons.
• Not land grabs.
• Could base policies on Kimberly process for blood diamond.
• Not tobacco.
• Maybe not coal.
• Could be “best-in-class” for industries.
• Then a pool for “solutions” companies.

Who makes up the coalition?

• Over 35 student groups: principles that drive the research of the university should also 
drive the investments.

How do the markets work?

• Negative environmental externalities will not always be able to be exploited
• Engagement can change the way companies work. This could work in the case of 

investment in fossil fuel as well.
• Transparency can increase responsibility.
• Investments for the long-term are better than minute-by-minute trades.
• Flexibility is important because things are changing.
• More alumni will be willing to give to the college if the finances of the college were less 

opaque.

Language from Brown document:

• Invest in companies that are environmentally responsible, etc. 

Do we want to make the fund transparent?



What do we want the relationship between stakeholders and investment officers to be? What is 
the point of transparency? Endowments should be a part of the educational endeavor. Students 
can learn by participating. 

• Knowing what you own – what the fund owns must be understood by students.
• Becoming a model for others.
• Others can learn from transparency.
• Mission is related to investments in public.

Miscellaneous

• Go back to the mission statement of the university. 
• Shareholder engagement could be useful.
• Some mutual funds could be invested in.
• Clarify values and goals to have an end in mind and work backwards to use whatever 

tools are possible. 
• Community of input should be enlarged using the wide expertise of Harvard faculty, staff, 

and students.
• We have a responsibility as shareholders.


